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GELFAND THEORY OF PSEUDO DIFFERENTIAL
OPERATORS AND HYPOELLIPTIC OPERATORS
BY

MICHAEL E. TAYLOR
Abstract.

This paper investigates an algebra 91 of pseudo differential operators
a(x) e Ca(Rn) r¡ L">(Rn) such that D"a(x) -*■0 as |x| —»-co,
if («|äl, and by operators q(.D)Q~112 where q(D)<P(D), Q = I+P(D)*P(D), and
P(D) is hypoelliptic. It is proved that such an algebra has compact commutants, and
the maximal ideal space of the commutative C* algebra 91/7 is investigated, where J
consists of the elements of 21which are compact. This gives a necessary and sufficient
condition for a differential operator q(x, D): S2>p-* L2 to be Fredholm. (Here and
in the rest of this paragraph we assume that the coefficients of all operators under
consideration satisfy the conditions given on a(x) in the first sentence.) It is also proved
that if p(x, D) is a formally selfadjoint operator on Rn which has the same strength
as P(D) uniformly on Rn, then p(x, D) is selfadjoint, with domain 332,p(Ä"), and
semibounded, if ni:2. From this a Gârding type inequality for uniformly strongly
formally hypoelliptic operators and a global regularity theorem for uniformly
formally hypoelliptic operators are derived. The familiar local regularity theorem is
also rederived.
It is also proved that a hypoelliptic operator p{x, D) of constant strength is formally
hypoelliptic, in the sense that for any x0, the constant coefficients operator p(x0, D)
generated

by functions

is hypoelliptic.

Introduction. In [2], H. O. Cordes and E. A. Hermann investigate several
algebras of pseudo differential operators. The first section of this paper considers
an algebra similar to one of theirs, but related to general hypoelliptic operators
with constant coefficients rather than to the special case of the Laplacian. The
second section applies these results to obtain some spectral and regularity theorems
for uniformly formally hypoelliptic differential operators with constant strength
on Rn, with smooth coefficients which are suitably restricted at infinity. In the third
section we introduce a couple of algebras of pseudo differential operators, for
which the considerations of §11 remain valid, and investigate the existence and
nature of parametrices for elements of this algebra. §IV is devoted to a result of a
different nature, namely that every hypoelliptic differential operator of constant
strength is formally hypoelliptic. This provides a converse to the classical theorem
of Hörmander [6] and Malgrange [7] to the effect that a formally hypoelliptic
differential operator of constant strength is hypoelliptic.
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Notations used in the paper, for differential operators, e.g. P(D), and spaces of
distributions, e.g. S32,p(Fn), will be that of Hörmander [4], with only two exceptions.
First, we shall take p(x, DJ to be the formal adjoint of p(x, D) with respect to an
inner product ( , ) which is linear in the first argument and conjugate linear in the
second. Also, in §111, we define Hs(Rn) = S82¡ks(Rn)with ka(0 = (l + |P(i)|T2
and
P(D) the hypoelliptic operator with constant coefficients which happens to be
under consideration.
This paper is part of the author's Ph.D. dissertation, written under the direction
of Professor H. O. Cordes, whose guidance is gratefully acknowledged.
I. Gelfand theory of pseudo differential operators. Let P(D) be a hypoelliptic
differential operator with constant coefficients. We consider the C* algebra 9t of
operators on L2(Rn) generated by
(i) a(x), a e C">(Rn) n La(Rn),

Daa(x) -+ 0 as \x\ -> co if |a| ^0;

(ii) q(D)Q~112 where Q = I+P(D)tP(D),

where q(D)<P(D),

and also <p(TJ>)

= F_1ç»(x)F where 93e Co(Rn) and F is the Fourier transform. If J is the ideal of
compact operators belonging to 21, we shall show that %/J is commutative and
shall exhibit its maximal ideal space. From this we shall deduce information on
Fredholm operators on L2(Rn) and also on certain other spaces 332,fc(Fn).
Our first proposition follows closely the proof of Lemma 4 in [2].

Proposition 1. Ifa(x) is as in (i) above and t>0, then [a, Q~t} = CQ~t for some
compact operator C (depending on t).
Proof. We write the integral formula 27ri[a, Q~'] = Jy A_i[a, FA] d\, where FA
= (A—Ö)"1 and y is the line from ^ —¡co to i + ico. To evaluate this, we note that
[a, FJ

= aRA-Rha

= FÀ(A-ß)aFA-FAa(A-o)FA

= R^-Q,a]RK

= R,[a, ß]FA

= -F,J2 -}(D-a)Q^(D)\RÁ.
Thus

2tti[a, Q-'}
= j \-*[a,RJd\

= 2 ~t f ^tRÁDaa)Q}a\D)RÁdX
¿To «! Jy

= - 2 (Daa)Q}«\D)
I f A-'FfcTA
+ 2 i f A-'[D«a,
R,]Q™(D)RKd\
a#0

«• Jy

a#0 «• Jy

" - 2 "1 {Dad)Q}a\D)
f A-'F2cTA
a*o a-

-

y

«1.^0

Jy

Í —=—;A- 'FaÍF^i+"w)Qia¿(D)Q}"2\D)R\
dX

Jy«l!«2!
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= -ihiD^Q^iD^-AQ-*-1
a#0 "•
\ ' /
-

Y

(D^ +-2a)Q^(D)Q^(D)(~t)Q-t-2—l—j

+ ai,ai¡*0
2 -\—A
X-t[D°^«*a,R¿Q^XD)Q^XD)RldX
al!0!2! Jy
=

. . .

= - 2
-

2
2

uj.am#0

zi—;n
—T1-i
al-"

; (^i+-+^)ß<ai>(JD)ß-1-• ■efe'Wö-iß-f

í Á~tRÁD"i
+"^^Rf

dXQ^(D)- ■■Qia^(D).

' 'am- Jy

The first sum is clearly of the form CQ~l where C is compact, since b(x)cp(D) is
compact provided b(x) and <p(|) vanish at infinity. The integral in the second sum

is equal to

f,(A-t*AßO(ö"r(^l

If 0<r<i

for í^l

+", +"-a)X**ß)m <Aß«V(Z>)ß-a-s>. • • ß^^ß-u-'ß-™.

andr=l

when z> 1, we see that ||A-%ßr|

^C(l + IAD"1"6

for some e>0, that ß~XD"1 + "+ama) is compact and independent of A, and that
II(A QTI < C. It remains to show that there is an s > 0 such that | Qia\$) \/1 Q(£) \1 's
is bounded when a^O. For then we just pick zn so large that ms^t. But
since ß is hypoelliptic, we have \Qia\€)\ = C(I + \i\)-''M\QiO\,
some p>0,

so |ß<a)(f)|/|ß(a|1-s^C(l + |f|)-"|a||ß(a|s<C
when «#0 if |ßtf)|'a
Cíl + lfl)"1"1which follows if s^p/v where v is the order of ß(f). The proof is
complete.
Before we show that 91 has compact commutators,

we need some information
on the behavior of \q(a)(0\IQ(0112 f°r large $, or equivalently, the behavior of
\qwiO\/\Pi£)\. The result we give also implies that, if q(D)<P(D),
then

qiO/PiO e S%, in the notation of [5].
Lemma 1. Suppose Pjii)

is a hypoelliptical polynomial such that |Pia)(f)/Pi(OI

^ C(l + |||)-ßla:| for large £. // qif)/Pxii) is bounded for large f, rAen |?W)(i)/A(i)|
^C'(\ + \i\)-^^ for large i.
Proof. We can choose a nonzero number a sufficiently small that Pi(F>) and

Pj(D) + aq(D)=P2(D)

have the same strength. Then P2(D) is hypoelliptic by

Theorem 4.1.6 of [4] and if d,(i) is the distance from ¿j e Rn to the surface
{{eC:
P;(0 = 0}, we have l/b^dx(i)/d2i0^b
for £ large, for some constant A.

From the inequality l/d^dtf) 2«*o I^T(O/P/Öl1""1
=¿> £ ^ *n, |f|>*.
which is Lemma 4.1.1 of [4], we see that the hypothesis yields rf,(f)^ Cj|f| ~c, so

<4(0 £ Cjjíl -', and hence |P2a>(|)/P2(|)| ^ Ca|í| -<"«'.
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Now, for large £,

p2°KO-P[eXO

?(i)(0

PAO

PiiO

en

p2ßK0 PAO

<

PAO PAO +

PíeKO

PAO

fll/M

We record the following corollary here, although we shall make no further use

of it.
Corollary.

IfPx(0

andq(¿¡) are as above, then q(£)/Pi(Ç) e S°t0.

Proof. Using the above lemma it is easy to obtain the desired estimate on

D%q(0/Pi(0)Proposition

2. Let a(x) be as in (i), q(D)<P(D).

cp(D) = F~1cp(£)F with cpeCo,

If cp(D)=q(D)Q-112 or if

then [a, y(D)] is compact. Hence 91// is commutative.

Proof. If cp(D)=q(D)Q-1'2, we have
acp(D)-cp(D)a

= aq(D)Q~ll2-q(D)Q-ll2a

= aQ~v2q(D)-Q~ll2aq(D)+Q-ll2aq(D)-

Q'™q{D)a

= [a,Q^>2}q(D)+Q^2[a,q(D)}
C compact,

= CQ-1'2q(D)-Q~^ J -,(D"a)f\D),
C'(q(D)Q-v2)- 2 -,(D^a)(q^(D)Q^>2),
a#0

C compact,

«•

+ 2c«fo(")(Z))ß"1'a)

Ca compact.

The first term is compact since q(D)Q'112 is bounded on F2. The second term is
compact since |t7(a)(|)|/g(f)1'2^C(l
+ |||)-')"r|
and Daa vanishes at infinity,
when a #0. On the other hand, if cpe Cq, then cp($)can be approximated uniformly
on Rn by an element of the algebra generated by {q(OIQi(Om ■ l(I))<Pi(D)}

with Qi(0=í + \Pi(0\2 and Pi(£)=|¿5|2, so the compactness of [a, cp(D)} in this
case follows from the result just proved. That 91// is commutative is now obvious.
We now determine the maximal ideal space of 91//. (We shall identify the maximal
ideal space of a commutative Banach algebra with unit with the space of homomorphisms of the algebra onto the complex numbers.) Let 9ti be the C* algebra
generated by the a(x) as in (i) of the beginning of this section, 9t2 the C* algebra
generated by the operators as in (ii). Then we have maps a¡ : Sty—>91// and their
duals give maps of maximal ideal spaces
JÏ

ai X a2 > Jtx x Jt2,

where Ji is the maximal ideal space of 21// and J(} is the maximal ideal space of

Sly. Note that this map of Jl'^-J(ixJt2

is 1-1. For if m, m! eJi,

with affjn)
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= aj(w')> j= 1,2, we see that Aj e %x implies <[axAx,my = <fxxAx,m'y and A2 e 9I2
implies <.a2A2,my = (a2A2,m'y, and since m and zn' are continuous and multiplicative it follows that {A, my = (A, m'y for all A e SH/Jsince 911and 9l2 generate
91. Thus m = m'. Thus we must only identify Ji as a subspace of Jix y.Ji2.
In the case here, Jix is the smallest compactification of Rx to which all functions
a(x) as in (i) extend continuously and Ji2 is the smallest compactification of R\
to which all functions qiOIQiO112 wrtn q(D) weaker than P(D) extend continuously.
(A couple of times it will be convenient to identify ^(Ji,), the space of continuous
functions on Ji¡, with the space of continuous functions on Rn which can be so
extended.) We have the natural inclusion Rx x R^<=Jix x Ji2.
In order to determine Ji as a subset of Jix x Ji2, we make use of the following
lemma, due to H. O. Cordes (unpublished), whose proof we include here for
completeness.

Lemma 2. Suppose fie La'(Rn), not identically zero, cpe^Jij).
is not compact if cp does not vanish at infinity.

Proof. Using

the

assumption

on

cp, construct

a sequence

Then cp(x)f(D)

of balls

Bv

= {x : \x-xv\ <1} such that 5V n Bu= 0 if p^v while \xv\ ->-co and \cp(x)\^C>0
on U"=i£v If fi(x)^0 then we can find ueL2 with f(D)u + 0, and since/(F))

commutes with translations we can insure that J"u|ai |/(F>)k| 2dx > 0. Select a nonzero
w(x) e Co (\x\ < 1), such that w(x)f(D)u(x) is not identically zero. Define the unitary
operator

Fv on L2 by Tvv(x) = v(x + xv), and let Q.v= TvwTç'1. Also set uv = Tvu. Now

\\QMx)f(D)uv\\ = \\w(x)cp(x-xv)f(D)u\\ ä C\\w(x)f(D)u\\ > 0,
using the fact that |cp(x)\^ConBv.Ifvv
= cp(x)f(D)uv had a convergent subsequence,
which we continue to write vv, say vv -*■v, then Q.vvv-»■0, so a contradiction results.
Hence cp(x)fi(D)uv has no convergent subsequence, while ||wv||= \\Tvu\\= ||w|| is
bounded. Hence cp(x)f(D) cannot be compact.
Let us note in passing that <p£ ^(Ji2) implies cpe ^(Jij).

The proof of the following theorem is also essentially due to H. O. Cordes

(unpublished).
Theorem 1. 1=1^

Ji2\R% x -R?.

Proof. We have identified Ji with a subset of Jtx x Ji2. It remains to see what
this subset is. Now clearly if (x0, f0) e R" x R" then (x0, f 0) £ Ji. For we can
take aeCo with a(xo)#0 and consider a(x)jQ(^)112. On the one hand, a(x)Q~112
is compact, and on the other hand a(x0)/ß(f0)1/2#0, so (x0, ¿f0)$ ~M-It remains to
show that every other point of Jix x Jl2 does belong to Ji.
Suppose that x0 e Rnx, |0 e Ji2\R\, and (x0, |0) £ Ji. Since Ji is compact, we
can find a neighborhood U of x0 in ^?S and a neighborhood F of f0 in ~#2 such
that UxVnJi=
0. Now we can choose functions feCô(U)
and ye^JJ
such that /(x0)#0,
<p(|0)^0, and supp<p<=)K Since /(x)<p(f) vanishes on ^#,
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f(x)cp(D) must be compact. However, the above lemma implies that cp(x)f(D) is
not compact, and hence cp(D)f(x) = F~1cp(x)f(D)F is not compact, so f(x)cp(D)
cannot be compact. This contradiction shows that (x0, Ç0)e Jt. Similarly Jt
includes (Jtx\R")x FJ, and since Jt is closed and FJ is dense in Jtx and F? dense
in Jt2, we see that Jt includes Jíx x (Jt2\RH) u (Jtx\R%) x Jt2, and the theorem

is established.
Note. The above gives an isomorphism ^t/Jx^Jt),
the space of continuous
functions on Jt. The map 9t 1+ ^(Jt) defines a function o(A) on Jt, called the
symbol of A e 9Í. Note that if a(x) is as in (i) then cr(a)= a(x), and if q(D) < P(D)
then o(q(D)Q-ll2)=q($)IQ({y12, where we assume that a(x) and q(0IQ(0112
have been extended in the natural manner to continuous functions on Jtx and Ji2,
respectively.
Theorem 1 provides a necessary and sufficient condition for an element of 9Í to
be a Fredholm map on L2(Rn), as we shall now see. We neglect the question of
whether 91 contains the space of all compact operators ©. As the next proposition
shows, this is not important for our purposes. Let 93 be the algebra generated by
91 and (£, and let 93 be its closure, so 93 is the C* algebra generated by 9Í and (£.

Proposition 3. 9t//=93/e.
Proof. The natural map 91-> 93/© induced by the inclusion 91->- 93 has as its
kernel 9ln(£=/,
so we have an injective *-homomorphism 9t//i>93/<£, whose
image is easily seen to be 93/®, which is dense. But the image of a C* algebra under
a *-homomorphism is closed, so j is an isomorphism.
Theorem 2. An element of VIis a Fredholm map on L2(Rn) if and only if its symbol
on Jt is nowhere vanishing.

Proof. A e 91is Fredholm if and only if A is invertible in if (F2)/K, where 3?(L2)
is the space of bounded operators on F2, which is true if and only if A is invertible
in 93/(£, since 93 is a C* algebra containing A. By Proposition 3, this is equivalent
to A being invertible in 9Í//, which of course is true if and only if the symbol of A
on Jt is nowhere vanishing.
If {q¡(£) : j=l, ..., F} is a basis of the finite-dimensional space of polynomials
weaker than P(£), it is easy to see that the differential operators of the form
2 aj(x)qj(D) with a,- functions as in (i) are precisely the differential operators
p(x, D) whose coefficients belong to Ccc(Rn) n L°°(Rn) and have all nonzero order
derivatives vanishing at infinity, such that p(x0, D) < P(D) for each xQ e Rn. All
such operators of course have the property that p(x, D)Q~112 e 2t, so we have a
criterion on which p(x, D) is a Fredhom map from 932ijPto L2.
Theorem 3. Let p(x, D) be a differential operator on Rn whose coefficients belong
to Ccc(Rn) n L'°(Rn) and have all nonzero order derivatives vanishing at infinity.
Suppose that p(x0, D)<P(D)for
each x0 e Rn, where P(D) is a hypoelliptic operator.
Then the following form a necessary and sufficient condition that p(x, D)Q~112 be a
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Fredholm map on L2(Rn), or equivalently, that p(x, D) : ^82fp(Rn)-> L2(Rn) be a

Fredholm map.
(a) Fnez-e is an R<<x> and a 8>0 such that \p(x, i)\/Q(0ll2 = ^ for oll f such
that \i\ ^ R, and for all x e Rn, or equivalently we may require that \p(x, f)/P(f)| ^ 8
for all |f | äi?, x e Rn. (This inequality expresses that p(x, D) has the same strength

as P(D), uniformly on Rn.)
(h) There is an R<oo and a 8>0 such that \p(x, |)| äS for all f e Rn and all
xe Rn such that \x\^R.
Under the hypotheses given on p(x, D), (a) and (b) above are also necessary and
sufficient in order that p(x, D): %$2,Pk-+ 932jîc Ae a Fredholm map, where k(£)
= (l + |Fi(f)|2)i, wz'zAPj(D) another hypoelliptic operator with constant coefficients
and t any real number.

Proof. Everything

but the last statement

is an immediate

consequence

of

Theorem 2, together with the fact that the symbol ofp(x, D)Q~112isp(x, 0/QiO112The last statement follows immediately from the next proposition.
Proposition 4. Let A e 9l0, zAe algebra (not closed) generated by the operators
given in (i) and (ii) at the first of this section, and suppose A = I+Px(D)tP1(D), where
Pj(D) is any hypoelliptic operator. Then for any t e R, AtAA~t —A is a compact
operator on L2. Hence AtAA~i e S and has the same symbol as A, which is a function
on the maximal ideal space o/S/g = 9i/Jr.

Proof. It suffices to show that AtAA~t —A is compact when A is a generator of
9l0, and since A'^A"t-^
= 0 if A =fi(D), it suffices to consider Ata(x)A~t-a(x)
with a(x) as in (i). Now Proposition 1 says that there is a compact operator C
such that a(x)A~i —A~ta(x) = CA~t when i>0. Hence a(x) —A~ta(x)At=C,
so
A~taix)At —aix) is compact when i>0. On the other hand, taking adjoints and
replacing aix) by aix), we have A_ía(x) —a(x)A_í = A_íC*, and C* is compact.
Hence a(x) —Ata(x)A~t = C*, and so Ata(x)A~t —a(x) is compact, for Z>0. This
completes the proof.
II. Spectral theory and regularity theorems. Let P(D) he hypoelliptic,
Q = I'+P(DyP(D). Suppose p(x, D) is an operator whose coefficients belong to
Cx(Rn) n La'(Rn) and all of whose nonzero order derivatives vanish at infinity,
such that pix0, D)<P(D) for each x0 e Rn. Suppose p(x, D) is formally selfadjoint,
i.e., (p(x,D)cp,i/j) = (cp,p(x,D)4i) if cp,4>eC0tt(Rn) (and hence if <p, >fieí82¡p). It
follows that Q~lli:p(x, D)Q~1,i is a selfadjoint operator on L2(Rn). Hence its
symbol a(Q~1!ip(x, D)Q-lli) = cj(p(x, D)Q~112) is real valued on Ji. We now
assume that p(x, D) is uniformly equally as strong as P(D) on Rn, i.e., there are
constants R<co and S>0 such that \pix, f)/F(f)| ^8 when \i\^R,
for all
xeRn, or equivalently, that <t(/?(x, D)Q~112) does not vanish on S, where S
= JijX (Ji2\Rn). If n^2, it follows that p(x, f) cannot change sign, so is always
positive or always negative, when |f| äi?. We shall assume it is positive, so that
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o(p(x, D)Q~1I2)^8>0 on S. Hence a(p(x, D)Q~ll2)>0 on a neighborhood of S.
From this it is easy to see that if A^O then a((p(x, D) + iX)Q'112) is nonvanishing
on Jt and homotopic to 1 = cr(T) through nonvanishing symbols. It follows that
p(x, D) + i\ is a Fredholm map of 932i5->F2, and, by Theorem 4 of Breuer and
Cordes [1] (Theorem 7 of [2]), its index is zero. Similarly, if A>0 is sufficiently
large, then p(x, D) + A is a Fredholm map of S&2P-•>-F2 and its index is zero. Note

that the same facts hold for Q~lp(x, D)Qt + i\ and g''/?(*, F»)g' + A.
In the rest of this chapter, p(x, D) will be as above, F0 will be the operator
p(x, D) with domain 3>(P0)= Ha'(Rn), and F will be the operator p(x, D) with
domain 2>(P) = 932/5.(F is not to be confused with the constant coefficients operator
P(D).) We shall also set F' = Q~lp(x, F?)gl with domain 932,^.

Theorem 1. F and P' are selfadjoint.
Proof. As is well known, F is selfadjoint if F+ i'Ais onto when A#0. But we have
seen that F + i'A is a Fredholm operator with index zero. On the other hand,
Im((F+iA)w, w)= A||u ||2 if ue 932>P-,
so F + i'Ais injective. Hence it is surjective. The
same argument applies to F'.
Note that, since P0^P<^P0, P0 is essentially selfadjoint.
Corollary.

IfueL2

andp(x, D)u eL2, then u e 932>i5.

Proof. The hypothesis implies that u e 3>(P£). In fact, if cpe TT™,then (u,p(x, D)cp)
= (p(x, D)u, cp)since p(x, D) is formally selfadjoint. But since P0<^P<^P0, we have
TJ*=/>*=F, so M£^(F) = 932>?.
Note that, similarly, if ueL2 and Q~lp(x, D)Qtu eL2, then u e 932>P-.
Let now q(x, D) be another operator which is weaker than P(D) and whose
coefficients satisfy the same conditions as given above for the coefficients of
p(x, D). We assume q(x, D) has the same strength as P(D), uniformly on Rn, i.e.,
there are constants F<oo and 8>0 such that \q(x,i)/P(Ç)\^8
if |£|^F, x e Rn.
or equivalently, o(q(x, D)Q~112) is nonvanishing on S. It follows that
o(q(x, Dfq(x, D)Q~1) is strictly positive on S. Also, q(x, D)'q(x, D) is formally
selfadjoint, where q(x, Df is the formal adjoint of q(x, D). Thus we can apply the
above corollary (with P(D) replaced by P(D)2) to q(x, D)tq(x, D) to conclude that
q(x, D)lq(x, D)u eL2,

ue L2 implies

u e 932>p2. Hence

q(x, D)u e 932>P-, ueL2

implies u e 932ií¡2.The open mapping theorem applied to the identity mapj: 932>p2
-> F where F= {ueL2 : q(x, D)u e 932iis}implies, since j is a bijective continuous
mapping between Banach spaces, that \u\p? ^ C||c/0, F?)i/||p+ C||m|| for all u e 932>P-2
for some constant C independent of u. Replacing u by g ~ V2v, v e 932iF-,we see that

Hlp^CHg1'2^*, F)g-1/2i?|| + C|r||i/i> for all v e 932ip.Now all the above is valid
if q(x, D) is replaced by Q~ll2q(x, D)Q112, so we conclude that \\v\\p£
C\\q(x, D)v\\ +C\\v\\xipúC\\q(x, D)v\\+C\\v\\. We can restate this as follows.

Theorem 2. If q(x, D) is as above, and if T=q(x, D) with domain ^(T) = SQ2P
then T is closed.
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To prove our next theorem, we make use of the following lemma, proved in
Nelson and Stinespring [8].

Lemma. Let 3> be a dense linear mainfold in a Hubert space H. Let T0 and W0
be linear transformations whose domains are S> and whose ranges are contained in 2
such that T0 is contained in the adjoint of W0. IfT0W0 is essentially selfadjoint, then
TQ=W*.

Now we take T0=q(x, D) with 2(T0) = H"'(Rn),
= HxiRn), and W=qix, F>)' with 3i(W) = '&2 P.

Wa=q(x, Dy with @iW0)

Theorem 3. T= W*.
Proof. We see that the hypotheses of the above lemma are fulfilled by these
operators, with 2=Hco(Rn). Hence W$ = T0. Since F0c7tFo
and, by Theorem 2,
Fis closed, we have T=T0. Since W0^ W<^W0, we have W*= W*. The proof is
complete.
This gives us a regularity theorem, extending the corollary to Theorem 1.

Theorem 4. IfueL2

and q(x, D)u e L2, then u e SQ2P;ifq(x, D)u e H™, u e H".

Proof. The hypothesis guarantees that ue2( Wf) since cpe Hœ implies
(u, q(x, Dycp)= iqix, D)u, cp).But by Theorem 3, W%= W* = T, so u e ®iT) = f82¡P.
The second assertion follows if qix, D) is replaced by P(Dyq(x, D) and we let y -*■oo.
We return now to the operator pix, D), which, we recall, is formally selfadjoint
and satisfies the condition a(Q-Vip(x, D)Q~lli)>0
on S. Hence, for A>0
sufficiently large, a(Q-lli(p(x, D) + A)ß"1/4)>0 on Ji. If we let

A= Q-1'\p(x,D)

+ X)Q-1'\

then A is a bounded selfadjoint operator on L2, and the condition a(A)>0 on
Ji implies that there is a positive operator A0^-r¡I (for some -n>0) and a compact
operator K such that A = A0 —K. This implies that the continuous spectrum of A lies
in [r¡,co), and that all eigenvalues less than i? correspond to eigenspaces of finite dimension. Thus we can take Kto he given by Ku = 2}=i Xf(u,Uj)u, where {—Ay: 1 ^ i:á "}
are the negative eigenvalues of A (counted with multiplicities) and u¡ corresponding
eigenvectors. iA + X¡)u¡= Q. Note that A + X¡= ß - lllipix, F>)+ Aiß1'2 + A)ß-1'4.
Now, as indicated in several previous remarks, all the reasoning in Theorem 4 and
its corollary applies to the operator Qll4:(p(x, D) + XjQll2 + X)Q~lli. Hence we
conclude that each uf e H™. Now we have, for u e 2B2tP,((p(x, D) + X)u,u)= (A Qmu,
Q1,iu) = (A0Q1'iu,

ß1'*n)-(A:ß1'*M,

ß1'*«)^!^1'*«!3-!*1'^1'*«!!8.

But

frWQiHu = 2 VA/ß1/4H,U,)Ui= J VAX«,Ô1/4"y)"y,
i =i
i =i
so since ß1/4«yeLa we have WK^Q^ufúC'luf.
Hence Hpix, D) + X)u, u
^C||z/|||i/2 —C'||zz||2 so with A'= A+C, we have the following inequality:
(*)

((p(x,D)

+ X')u,u)^C\\u\\2pv2.

In particular, we see that P is semibounded.
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We can apply the previous reasoning to an operator r(x, D), whose coefficients
are smooth and satisfy the same restrictions at infinity as the other operators
considered in this chapter, which is uniformly strongly formally hypoelliptic, i.e.
which satisfies Re r(x, £)/g(f)1/2aS>0
when \i\^R, for all x e Rn, or equivalently Re o(r(x, F?)g~1/2)>0 on S. Again note that for A>0 sufficiently large,
Re o((r(x, D) + X)Q~ll2)>0 on Jt, so r(x, D) + \: 932,p^F2 is a Fredholm map
of index zero. Note that/?(x, D) = ^r(x, D) + \r(x, Df satisfies the conditions given
above for p(x, D). Hence we have the following Gàrding type inequality. For
u e Co°(F) where F is a fixed compact set in Rn, this inequality was established in

Malgrànge [7].
Theorem 5. Re(r(x, D)u,u)^C\\u\\pU2-C'\\u\\2
C are constants independent ofu.

for all ueSd2tP, where C and

Proof. Re (r(x, D)u, u) = (p(x, D)u, u), so the theorem follows from the inequality (*) above.
This theorem implies in particular that, if A>0 is sufficiently large, then
Re((r(x, D) + \)u, «)^C||w||fn2>0,
so r(x, D) + X is accretive, and also injective.
But since, for A> 0 large, r(x, D) + A is a Fredholm operator of index zero, we see
that r(x, D) + X : 932>/s-^F2 is a bijective map, so —A belongs to the resolvent set
of r(x, D). This implies that r(x, D) + X is a maximal accretive operator, and so
—r(x, D) —\ generates a contraction semigroup. Hence, —r(x, D), with domain
932>p,generates a strongly continuous semigroup.
In concluding this section, let us note that from Theorem 4 we can deduce the
local regularity theorem for operators of constant strength q(x, D) which are
formally hypoelliptic. First, there is no restriction in assuming the coefficients of
q(x, D) are altered in a neighborhood of infinity so that q(x, D) satisfies all the
conditions imposed on the operator in Theorem 4. Note also that Theorem 4 can
be proved with q(x, D) replaced by Qil2q(x, D)Qsl2, which implies that ue 932>p-s,
q(x, D)u e 932>/si=> u e 932i?a +».

Now suppose that u e ^'(O), q(x, D)u e C°°(0). For every relatively compact
Q0cQ, we have u e 932°p-s(Q0)for some real number s. Thus <pue 932tp>(Rn) if
cpe Co°(00). If q(x, D) = 2?= 1 o^x)q,ID),
with a¡(x) functions belonging to
Cœ(Rn) n Lco(Rn) whose nonzero
order derivatives vanish at infinity, and

qj(D)<P(D), then
k

q(x, D^pu = cpq(x,D)u+ 2

,

2 ~ ayO)FacpO)c/f>(F?)u.

y = ia*o

«•

The first term belongs to Co(Rn), by assumption. From Lemma 1 of §1 it follows
that the second term, and hence q(x, D)<pu, belongs to 932ips-i + >{F:n)where y = p/v,
with p the constant used in that lemma and v the order of P(0- Thus cp« e 932,ps+y,
so u e 932o,°ps+y(i20)Applying

this reasoning

repeatedly,

and letting7 -> 00, we get u e C°°(O0)- Hence u e C°°(ü).

we get u e 93p?s°+íy(íí0),
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III. An algebra of pseudo differential operators. In order to exhibit the theorems
about differential operators proved in §11, together with their generalizations to
other operators used from time to time in that section, in a unified framework,
we shall define an algebra of pseudo differential operators for which theorems
analogous to those in §11 can be proved.
Definition 1. A continuous operator A on L2iRn) belongs to PSiO) if and only
if A e S and for all t e R, Q'AQ'* e S (i.e. extends or restricts to a continuous
operator on L2 which belongs to S) and QtAQ~t —A is compact.
As we have seen in Proposition 4 of §1, every element of 9l0 belongs to FS(0).
Also if A e 9l0 and A is as in that proposition, AMA_S ePSiO) for all real s.

Proposition

1. F^O) is an algebra.

Proof. Obviously if Ax, A2ePSi&),

Ax + A2ePSiO).

Also, if s e R, then

QsAjA2Q's=QsAxQ-sQsA2Q-s
= iAj + Kx)iA2 + K2) where Kx and K2 are compact, so the assertion follows.
In the remainder of this section, let HriRn):=^2,p'iRn)Definition
2. A continuous operator A : HriRn) -> L2iRn) belongs to PSir), r
a given real number, if AQ'rl2 ePS(0). In such a case, we define the r-symbol of
,4tobe<7r(.4)

= <7L4ß-r'2).

Note that if A ePS(r),

then A: Hs(Rn) -> Hs~r(Rn) continuously,

for all real s

(after extension or restriction).

Proposition 2. PS(r) is a linear space. If Ae PS(r), then QSAQ~Se PS(r)for all
real s, and or(QsAQ-s) = ar(A). If BePS(r'),

then ABePS(r

+ r') and ar+r(AB)

= aT(A)crr.(B).

Proof. The first assertion is trivial. As for the second, we are given that
AQ-rl2ePS(0)
and are to show that QSAQ-S~r'2 ePS(0). Now if t is a real
number, ßi(ßs.4ß-s-r/2)ß-i=

since AQ-rl2ePS(0).
K2 compact

Qs+t(AQ-rl2)Q-s-l

= AQ'ri2 + Kj withKx compact,

But also QsAQ-s-r'2=Qs(AQ-rl2)Q-s

for the same reason,

so Qt(QsAQ-s-rl2)Q-t=

= AQ-rl2 + K2 with
QsAQ~s-rl2 + Kx-K2.

This establishes the second assertion, and also the identity of the symbols. We
must now show that ABQ~rl2'r'12 e PS(0). By the result just proved, it suffices to

show that Q-rl2ABQ-r'12 e PS(0). But BQ~r'12 e PS(0) by assumption, and
Q-ri2A = Q-,l2(AQ-ri2)Qrl2ePS(0),
again by the assertion just proved, so
Q-rl2ABQ'r'12 ePS(0) because FS^O) is an algebra. Finally, ar+r(AB) =
o(ABQ-rl2-r'i2) = cT(Q-rl2ABQ-r'i2) = a(Q-ri2A)cj(BQ-r'l2) = crr(A)cTr.(B).
Since if A ePS(r), A: Hs->- Hs~r continuously for each real s, if ( , ) denotes
the dual pairing between H* and H~\ linear in the first argument and conjugate
linear in the second, we see that there is a continuous mapping A*-:H~s +r —>H~s,
called the formal adjoint of A, such that (Au, v) = (u, Alv) for ue Hs, ve H~s +r.

Proposition

3. If A e PSir), then A1e PSir). cjr(At)= ör(Ä).
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ePS^O), it suffices to show that g-r'2^'

eP-S^O).

Now Qs(AQ'rl2)Q~s —y4g_r,2 = F where F is a compact operator on l?. Taking
adjoints, we get g-s(g~r,2^')gsQ'rl2A = K*, and F* is compact, so the first
assertion is established. The second assertion is true because ar(Al) = a(g~r/M*Q~rli)

= o((Q-"iAQ-«i)*) = ör(A).
We are now in a position to state the analogues to the theorems of §11. The
proofs are identical and will not be repeated. We shall let F e PS(r) be a formally
selfadjoint operator, i.e. P=P\ such that crr(F)>0 on S. We shall let TePS(r) be
an operator such that or(T)^0 on S. In the first theorem we shall assume r>0 and
consider F, T, and F to be unbounded operators on L2(Rn) with domain 3)(P)

= 3)(T) = 2)(T) = Hr.
Theorem

1. Pis selfadjoint. More generally, T is closed and T* = TK Ifu e L2 and

Tu e L2 (here we consider T: L2 -* H'r)
Theorem

2. IfueH1

then u e Hr.

and Tu e Hs, then ueHs

+r.

Proof. Apply above with F replaced by gs'2Fg"2.
Theorem 3. If Re cjt(T) >0onS, then for A> 0 sufficiently large, —T— Agenerates
a strongly continuous contraction semigroup of operators on I?.

We turn now to the problem of constructing
PS(r) whose r-symbol does not vanish on S.
Theorem 4. IfTePS(r)
VT=I+Kx andTV—I+K2

a parametrix

for an element of

and crr(F)#0 on Jt, there is a VePS(-r)
such that
where Kx and K2 are continuous mappings ofH'"" -*■Hm

with finite-dimensional range.
Proof. Consider F: TT"°° -►TT"". We know that ker F=Fi is a finite-dimensional
space consisting of elements of TT". Also F2 = range of Fis closed and has finite
codimension, and F3 = ker T* is a finite-dimensional space consisting of elements of
H", supplementary to F2. We define V: TT"00-^TT"" as follows. Let Vu = 0 if
u eF3, and if ueF2 let Vu = v where v is the unique element of TT"°° such that
Tv = u and (w, v) = 0 for all w e ker T. Then V: Hs -> TF "r by the regularity theorem,
and this map is continuous, by the closed graph theorem. Note that I— VT is a
continuous projection on F± and I— TV is a continuous projection on F3. It remains
only to show that VePS(-r),
i.e. VQ"2 e PS(0). Since crr(F)#0 on Jt, there is an
A e93 such that AB —I and BA—I are compact, whenever Be93 is such that
a(F) = crr(F). In
particular,
g"sg-r/2FgM-T=F,
compact.
Q-syQ(r+s)i2 . £2_^£2 continuously, for each real s. Hence

Note

K' = Q-S VQlT+S)/2F= g -s Kg(r+s)/2( g -s - rl2TQsA -1)

= Q-°VTQSA- Q-\VQ"2)Qf = g"s(T+Fi)gM-g-s(Fgr'2)gs
= ^-g-s(Fgr/2)gs

+ F",

so A-Q~s(VQrl2)Qs is compact, for all s, which implies that VQrl2ePS(0).

that
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Lemma. IfP e PS(r) and if ar(P) >0onS, there is anEe PS( - r) such that EP-I
andPE—Iare members ofPS( —co) = f)t>0PS( —t).
Proof. We are given that °v(P) > 0 on S, hence on a neighborhood of S. Hence
there is a continuous function/on
Jt which is equal to crr(F) on a neighborhood
of S and which is > 0 on Jt, and we can find a finite sum 2f= i ¿'Arf'PÀO where
a¡ are functions as in (i) of §1 and cp;e Co(Rn), such that 2 a/;c)<py(£)approximates
f—or(P) arbitrarily closely on Jt. Thus we can assume that o-r(F+2 oj(x)cpj(D)Qrl2)

> 0 on Jt. Note that F0 = 2 afâcp^D) Qm e PS( - oo). Let P'=P + K0. By Theorem
4, there is an F ePS(-r) such that P'E-I and EP'-1 belong to PS( -co). Hence
PE-I=P'E-I+K0EePS(-oo)
and similarly EP-IePS(-oo).
Theorem

5. IfTePS(r)

and or(T)¥=0 on S, there is a VePS(-r)

such that

VT-I and TV-I belong to PS(-oo).
Proof. F=T'T

is an element of PS(2r) such that cr2r(F)>0 on S. By the above

lemma, there is an EePS(-2r)

Let V=ETK Then VePS(-r)

such that EP-I

and FF-T belong to PS(-oo).

and VT-I=ET*T-I=EP-IePS(-co).

Let

E'ePS(-2r)
be such an inverse mod PS(-co) of P' = TT, and let V' = TlE'. Then
TV'-I=TTtE'-I=P'E'-IePS(-<x>).
But evaluating VTV'in two ways, we have
VTV' = (I+Lx)V'=V'+LxV
and VTV = V(I+L2)= V+VL2, so V'-V=VL2
-LxV'ePS(-aS).
Hence TV-IePS(-co).
It is of interest to consider a smaller class of pseudo differential operators, whose
elements have kernels which are C" off the diagonal.
Definition. A continuous linear operator T: TT-00-+ TT~°° belongs to OP(r)
if and only if T:HS-+Hs~r for each real 5. We set OP( - oo) = f)t >0 OF(-i).
Definition. Fe TVF(r) if and only if Fe OP(r) and there is a o->0 such that
[...[[T,cpx},cp2}...cpj]eOP(r-ja)

if cpfceCo°(Fn).

(Note

[F, <p]e NK(r-a) if <pe C?.) We shall set PD(r)=PS(r)
Proposition

that

TeNK(r)

implies

n TVF(r).

4. T/T e TV*F(r)
a«cTif<p, \/¡e Co are such that supp cpn supp </<=0,

f«e« cpFi/ie OP( —oo). Hence T has a kernel which is C" off the diagonal.
Proof. cpT</>
= Tcpxf>-[T, cp]</i=-[F, cp]</ie OP(r-a).
If <pi, & e C? are taken such
that cpi= 1 in a neighborhood of supp cp, </>i
= 1 in a neighborhood of supp ifi, and
supp cpi n supp 0i = 0, then we can repeat this argument
to get cpF^
= cpx(cpT</j)i/ixe
OP(r—2o). Continuing in this fashion, we have cpF«/>eOP(r—ja)
for each/, and hence cpF</>
e OP(—co).
Of course, we would like to know that PD(r) contains lots of operators. This we
establish in the next few propositions.

Proposition 5. TVF(r) is a linear space. If Fi e TVF(r) and T2 e NK(r'), then
TxT2eNK(r + r').
Proof. The first assertion is trivial. As for the second, we have the formula
[TxT2, cp]= Fi[F2, cp]+ [Fi, cp]F2e OP(/ + i-' —a). Each term is the product of elements
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of NK(t) for some appropriate t, so the reasoning above can be repeated for
[[FiF2, cpx],cp2], etc., and our theorem follows by induction.
Proposition

6. Qa e NK(2s) for all real s. We can take a = 2p/v where v is the

order of Q(D) and p is such that \Q(a\0/QiO\ £C\i\ ~pMfor \è\ large.
Proof. Proposition

1 of §1 derives the formula, when s= —t<0,

m-l

[ß-i,9>]=2

2

wu*x.a,(x)Q^(D)--Q^(D)Q-t->

modOP(-2m),

3 = 1 aj.a/#0

with wUctl.a¡

e Co(Rn). Keeping in mind the formula
' N

"I

W

// - 1

\

/

N

\

yjx,, y = 2 nx*Yx»Y]\n x*)>

we see that [• • -[[ß_i, cpx],cp2]-■-cp,]has a similar expression, where the sum belongs
to OP( —2z —ja), so taking m large enough we deduce that this multiple commutator
belongs to OP( —2t—ja). This takes care of the case i<0. On the other hand,
Leibniz' formula immediately implies ß e NK(2), so by Proposition 5, Qk e NK(2k).
Hence if s>0 and if k>s is an integer, we have Qs=QkQ~<k~s) e NK(2s).

Proposition

7. If q(D)<P(D)

then q(D)eNK(Y).

We can take a=p/v

where

v is the order of P(D) and p is such that |P<a>(f)/P(f)|^ C|f| ~pMfor |f| large.
Proof. This is a simple consequence of the Leibniz formula, together with Lemma

lof§I.
Proposition

8. ^.0<^PD(0).

Proof. This is an obvious consequence of the three preceding propositions.
The following theorem explains the main reason why PD(r) is interesting.
Theorem

6. IfTePD(r)

and r/r(F)#0

on S, and if VePS(-r)

such that TV—I and VT—I belong to PS(-oo)
VePD(-r).

is an operator

(such V exist by Theorem 5) then

Proof. If VT=I+KX and TV=I+K2 with K, e PS( - oo), then
[V, cp] = [V, cp](TV-K2) = (Vcp-cpV)TV-[V, cp]K2

= (VcpT-cpVT)V-[V, cp]K2= (VTcp-cpVT- V[T, <p])V-[V, cp]K2

= -V[T,cp]V+Kxcp-<pKx-[V,cp]K2=

-V[T,cp]V+K'

with K' ePS( —oo). From this it follows easily by induction that

[■■.[[V,<Pj],92\. . .vAe OPi-r-ja).
From this one can by a well-known argument deduce again the local regularity
theorem for a formally hypoelliptic differential operator of constant strength.
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IV. Hypoelliptic operators of constant strength. In his thesis, L. Hörmander
gave a necessary and sufficient condition that an operator with constant coefficients
be hypoelliptic. Later, Hörmander [6], and, independently, Malgrange [7] showed
that a differential operator p(x, D) of constant strength such that the constant
coefficients operator p(x0, D) satisfies this condition is hypoelliptic. We complete
this circle of theorems by showing that if p(x, D) has constant strength and is
hypoelliptic, then so is p(x0, D).
Lemma. Let p(x, D) be a differential operator of constant strength on a domain Q.
Let x0 e Ü, P0(D) =p(x0, D). If e > 0 is given, there is a neighborhood co <?/ x0, a
continuous operator T on L2(a>), and a differential operator Q(D) which does not
depend on co or T, such that
(i) g(F?) and P0(D) have the same strength,

(ii) p(x, D)u= Q(D)Tufor all u e L2(a>),
(iii) ||T-F-l||<£.

Proof. By Theorem 7.1.1 of [4], we can write p(x, Df = g(F?) + 2f= i d¿x)RlD)
where g(F?) has the same strength as P0(D), each R¡(D) is weaker than Q(D), and
dj(x0) = 0. Now if F0 is Hörmander's fundamental kernel for the operator Q(D),
then, as shown in Theorem 7.2.1 of [4], the operator A given by Ag =
2 dj(x)Rj(D)E0g is a bounded operator on L2(w), and if co is chosen small enough,
M||<ea; also if E=E0(I+A)~\
then p(x, D)lE=I on F2(co), and Ep(x, Djv
= vifveC¡?(w).

Applying g(F?) to both sides of the equality F=F0(T+^)"1,
we get g(F)F
= (I+A)-\
so Q(D)Ep(x, D)tv = (I+A)-1p(x, Dfv if p(x, Dfv eL2(co), and in
particular if v e Co(w). Since Ep(x, Dfv = v in this case, we see that Q(D)v
= (I+A)~1p(x, Dfv if i»eCo°(co). Now with arbitrary v e Ci?(w) and arbitrary
u e L2(co), if ( , ) denotes the inner product in F2(o») and also between elements of
Co°(co)and distributions on co, taken to be linear in the first argument and conjugate
linear in the second, we have

(g(F->, v) = 0, Q(D)v)= 0, (I+AY^x, Dfv) = ((I+A*)-1u,p(x, Dfv)
= (p(x,D)(I+A*)-iu,v),
so for all u e L2(w), Q(D)u=p(x, D)(I+A*)~xu, as elements of 3>'(co). We need only
take F=T+^i*, and since A can be taken arbitrarily close to 0, F can be taken
arbitrarily close to I, insuring that ||T—F_1|| <e.

Theorem. If p(x, D) is a hypoelliptic differential operator on Í2, and if it has
constant strength, then P0(D) =p(x0, D) is hypoelliptic.
Proof. We have just shown that there is a neighborhood co of x0, a continuous
invertible operator Fon F2(co), and a differential operator g(F?) of the same strength
as P0(D) such that p(x, D)u = Q(D)Tu for all u e L2(w), and we can assume that
||T—F_1|| is as small as desired. It will suffice to prove that g(F?) is hypoelliptic,
by Theorem 4.1.6 of [4]. If not, there is a sequence £„ e C such that g(£v) = 0 and
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|£v| ->■oo while IIm £„| remains bounded. We now require that

¡/-F"1!!
Let t/v(*)= exp (/<*,£„»

=g inf iexp(-2|Im£¥||*|).
v.xe to

and »;->T"*üt> Then p(x, D)vv=Q(D)TT-1uv=

Q(D)uv

= 0. Also «v->-0 weakly in 2'(of); indeed if <peC¿°(a>) we have $cpuvdx
= cp(—£v) ->- 0 as v -> oo, by the Paley-Wiener theorem. Since {uv} is a bounded
subset of L2(co), it follows that uv -*■0 weakly in F2(cu). Hence z;v-* 0 weakly in

Since p(x, D) is hypoelliptic, A=ker/z(x, Z))^/,^^
¡s a Montel space; it
coincides with kerp(x, D)<=Ca'(co) and the two induced topologies coincide on
ker p(x, D) by the open mapping theorem for Fréchet spaces. Since {wv}is
bounded in F2(a>), so is {vv}, and a fortiori {vv}is bounded in Lfoc(cu). Since N is a
Montel space, {z;v}has a convergent subsequence in F2oc(<o),which we continue
to denote by {vv}. Since vv -> 0 weakly on F2(to), we have a fortiori vv^*0 weakly
on L20C(cu),so 0 can be the only limit point of {i>v}.Hence vv -> 0 in L20C(<o).
But if cpe Coica), we have
2||<pt\,||2 è

à

||9>Mv||2-2||9>(/-F-1)Mv||2

inf exp(-2|Imz:v|

v:xecü

|x|)[||9>||2-i(vol

cu)2]

if \\<pix)\\á 1 on tu. But such a <p6 CJ(cu) can be found with <p= 1 on a sufficiently
large portion of cuthat we get ||<pz?„||2
^ 8 > 0 for all v, a contradiction. This completes

the proof.
Remark.

The above proof is a modification of the proof of Theorem 4.1.1 in

[4}.
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